Introducing Wall Protection Collection for Serene & Tranquil Environments
CHANNAHON, IL, October 6, 2017 – Crane Composites, the world's leading provider of fiberglass
reinforced plastic (FRP) materials, is pleased to announce 13 new colors in 2 finishes within the new
VARIETEX Sands Collection. The new natural colors are drawn from the Earth’s beaches. Just as these
natural wonders beautifully protect shorelines, our durable wall coverings will gracefully stand up to the
rigors of most commercial buildings. The Sands Collection color palette was generated in part by design
industry professionals to help create serene and tranquil environments. “The new color palette expands
the next generation in resilient wall coverings,” said Drew Franzen, Vice President of Crane Building
Products. “Our Sands Collection provides an aesthetically pleasing look without sacrificing durability
and lifecycle costs.”
VARIETEX helps to create a sustainable space with a wide range of stylish finishes and colors, while still
meeting the sanitary requirements of even the toughest commercial environments. Go beyond
traditional surfaces with Crane resilient wall panels as wainscoting, accent walls, counter facades, and
many other applications. Use VARIETEX in any interior setting that receives abuse, yet needs to remain
attractive.
To view the new VARIETEX Sands Collection, visit cranecomposites.com/sands.
About Crane Composites
Crane Composites Inc., a subsidiary of Crane Co. (NYSE:CR), is the world's leading provider of fiberreinforced composite panels. We combine our expertise in composite material science, process and
technology with a deep understanding of customer needs to deliver innovative products that
outperform traditional metals and woods. Our lightweight composite products deliver unsurpassed
strength and durability. Since 1954, we have continued to pioneer numerous patented technologies for
industrial and commercial product applications. We’ve built a proven reputation for industry leadership
by partnering with customers and suppliers to deliver advanced, industry-leading solutions. Follow Crane
Composites on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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